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PREVENTION RATHER
THAN CURE

IMPORTANCE OF
IMMUNE SYSTEM

WORKING OUT AT
HOME OR IN NATURE

“If this pandemic has shown us one
thing it’s that our current healthcare
system is focussed on sickness rather
than prevention. I’ m seeing and having
conversations with a lot of people about
reversing that focus. 2021 will see a
strong continuing trend regarding
prevention of sickness which will
require us to look at healthcare and
wellness holistically rather than as
completely separate subjects”.

If 2020 has demonstrated anything it’s
how vulnerable our immune systems
can be. We see a trend developing
across 2021 around strengthening
those systems and think this will
include everything from supplements
to nutrition and from gut health
through to health and wellness classes
and education.

With gyms forced to close for large parts
of 2020 and uncertainty remaining
around reopening, we’ve witnessed more
people enjoying working out either at
home or out in nature. Our own online
personal training courses back that up
but wider than our own experience is
seeing the uptake in exercise which allows
for social distancing (running, hiking and
cycling for instance). Further, there’s a
growing bank of research which clearly
demonstrates the beneﬁts to our own
health and wellness of being out in nature
and connecting directly with the great
outdoors – physical as well as mental
health beneﬁts. We predict that both
home workouts and working out in
nature will be a big, continuing trend
across 2021.

MINDSET AND MENTAL
HEALTH
It is encouraging to see across
mainstream media and various
platforms more content emphasising
the importance of everyone paying
close attention to their own mental
health and to be considerate of others.
As the global pandemic has resulted in
unemployment and caused a range of
challenges for start ups and established
businesses, this is a crucial time to
ensure our mindset is stable and to not
let negative thought patterns lead to
anxiety and additional stress. '
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MORE PLANT PROTEIN
Climate change and concern for animal habitat and welfare is likely to inﬂuence
more people to reduce meat consumption in their daily diet. This will lead to the
consideration in the long term for a vegetarian or vegan diet. Many successful
athletes have embraced a vegetarian diet and by consuming plant protein sources
from tofu and quinoa with other incomplete proteins such as rice and lentils, you
can still get quality protein in your diet.'
*The views expressed on mindset, mental health and
increased use of plant protein are the views of the author.

WHAT HAPPENED IN DECEMBER
In a constant endeavour to bring opportunities of knowledge transfer and
exchange on relevant topics, a webinar was organized on December 12, 2020
titled “PUNJAB 20 years : THE PAST AND THE FUTURE.
We organized a webinar, “Year End Tax and Retirement Planning”
with Chetan Dogra, CPA, CVA and Vipul Mallick, CRPC, MBA
on December 18, 2020
Saturday afternoon of 19th December witnessed a lot of energy and a lot of
enthusiasm in our social impact competition "If I Were the Youth Leader of PCC".
Loved the spirit and enthusiasm of the MBA students who did a wonderful job
giving out practical, inclusive and rational ideas

This content was shared by
our PCC executive
committee member, Ravi
Summan (Founder and
CEO of Ravi Summan
Wellness). Ravi is a
professional personal
ﬁtness trainer and
instructor, wellness
practitioner who writes on
a range of wellness subjects.
His work in the media and
broadcasting industry has
been featured on national
tv in the UK on The Sikh
Channel and forthcoming
presenting on UK radio.
For further details of Ravi's articles
and news, please visit:
http://www.ravisumman.com

UPCOMING EVENTS
Launch of San Francisco Chapter
January 16, 2021
11 am (PST)

How are you doing really?
Let's talk about mental health
We welcome 2021 by focusing on mental health in our Asian community and reaching out to
those struggling in silence. It’s time to talk openly about mental health.

January 17, 2021
1 pm (UK Time)
Interested in attending our events?
Please register at https://punjabichamber.com/our-events/
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